Motion blur can adversely affect a number of vision tasks, hence it is generally considered a nuisance. We instead treat motion blur as a useful signal that allows to compute the motion of objects from a single image. Drawing on the success of joint segmentation and parametric motion models in the context of optical flow estimation, we propose a parametric object motion model combined with a segmentation mask to exploit localized, non-uniform motion blur. Our parametric image formation model is differentiable w.r.t. the motion parameters, which enables us to generalize marginal-likelihood techniques from uniform blind deblurring to localized, non-uniform blur. A two-stage pipeline, first in derivative space and then in image space, allows to estimate both parametric object motion as well as a motion segmentation from a single image alone. Our experiments demonstrate its ability to cope with very challenging cases of object motion blur.
Introduction
The analysis and removal of image blur has been an active area of research over the last decade [e.g., 5, 11, 17, 34] . Starting with [8] , camera shake has been in the focus of this line of work. Conceptually, the blur is treated as a nuisance that should be removed from the image. While the blur needs to be estimated in the form of a blur kernel, its only purpose is to be used for deblurring. In contrast, it is also possible to treat image blur as a signal that allows to recover certain scene properties from the image. One such example is blur from defocus, where the relationship between the local blur strength and depth can be exploited to recover information on the scene depth at each pixel [19] . In this paper, we also treat blur as a useful signal and aim to recover information on the motion in the scene from a single still image. Unlike work dealing with camera shake, which affects the image in a global manner, we consider localized motion blur arising from the independent motion of objects in the scene (e.g., the "London eye" in Fig. 1(a) ).
Previous work has approached the problem of estimating motion blur as identifying the object motion from a fixed set of candidate motions [4, 13, 28] , or by estimating a non-parametric blur kernel [25] along with the object mask. The former has the problem that the discrete set of candidate blurs restricts the possible motions that can be handled. Estimating non-parametric blur kernels overcomes this problem, but requires restricting the solution space, e.g. by assuming spatially invariant motion. Moreover, existing methods are challenged by fast motion, as these require a large set of candidate motions or large kernels, and consequently many parameters, to be estimated. We take a different approach here and are inspired by recent work on optical flow and scene flow, despite the fact that we work with a single input image only. Motion estimation methods have increasingly relied on approaches based on explicit segmentation and parametric motion models [e.g. 29, 36, 37] to cope with large motion and insufficient image evidence.
Following that, we propose a parametrized motion blur formulation with an analytical relation between the motion parameters of the object and spatially varying blur kernels. Doing so allows us to exploit well-proven and robust marginal-likelihood approaches [17, 18] for inferring the unknown motion. To address the fact that object motion is confined to a certain region, we rely on an explicit segmentation, which is estimated as part of the variational inference scheme, Fig. 1(b) . Since blur is typically estimated in derivative space [8] , yet segmentation models are best formulated in image space, we introduce a two-stage pipeline, Fig. 2 . First, we estimate the parametric motion along with an initial segmentation in derivative space, and then refine the segmentation in image space by exploiting 
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Output Initial Segmentation Affine Motion Figure 2 . Given a single, locally blurred image as input, our first stage uses variational inference on an image pyramid in derivative space to estimate an initial segmentation and continuous motion parameters, here affine (Sec. 4). Thereby we rely on a parametric, differentiable image formation model (Sec. 3). In a second stage, the segmentation is refined using variational inference on an image pyramid in image space using a color model (Sec. 5). Our final output is the affine motion and a segmentation that indicates where this motion is present. color models [e.g., 3]. We evaluate our approach on a number of challenging images with significant quantities of localized, non-uniform blur from object motion.
Related Work
For our task of estimating parametric motion from a single input image, we leverage the technique of variational inference [12] . Variational inference has been successfully employed in the kernel estimation phase of blind deblurring approaches [8, 21] . As there is an ambiguity between the underlying sharp image and blur kernel estimation, blind deblurring algorithms benefit from a marginalization over the sharp image [17, 18] , which we adopt in our motion estimation approach. While it is possible to construct energy minimization algorithms for blind deblurring that avoid these ambiguities [23] , this is non-trivial. However, all aforementioned blind deblurring algorithms are restricted to spatially invariant, non-parametric blur kernels.
Recent work lifts this restriction in two ways: First, the space of admissible motions may be limited in some way. To describe blur due to camera shake, Hirsch et al. Second, a more realistic description of local object motion may be achieved by segmenting the image into regions of constant motion [4, 16, 25] . To keep the number of parameters manageable, previous approaches either choose the motion of a region from a very restricted set of spatially invariant box filters [4, 16] , assume it to have a spatially in-variant, non-parametric kernel of limited size [25] , or to be discretized in kernel space [13] .
Approaches that rely on learning spatially variant blur are similarly limited to a discretized set of detectable motions [6, 28] . Local Fourier or gradient-domain features have been learned to segment motion-blurred or defocused image regions [20, 26] . However, these approaches are designed to be indifferent to the motion causing the blur. Our affine motion model allows for estimating a large variety of practical motions and a corresponding segmentation. In contrast, Kim et al. [14] consider continuously varying box filters using TV regularization, but employ no segmentation. However, the problem is highly under-constrained, making it susceptible to noise and model errors.
When given multiple sharp images, the aggregation of smooth motion per pixel into affine motions per layer has a long history in optical flow [e.g. 22, 27, 30, 36, 37] . Leveraging motion blur cues for optical flow estimation in sequences affected by blur, Wulff and Black [33] as well as Cho et al. [5] use a layered affine model. In an extension of [14] , Kim and Lee [15] use several images to estimate motion and sharp frames of a video. In our case of single image motion estimation, Dai and Wu [7] use transparency to estimate affine motion and region segmentation. However, this requires computing local α-mattes, a problem that is actually more difficult (as it is more general) than computing parametric object motion. In practice, errors in the α-matte and violations of the sharp edge assumption in natural textures lead to inaccurate results. Here we take a more direct approach and consider a generative model of a motionblurred image, yielding significantly better estimates.
Parametrized Motion Blur Formation
We begin by considering the image formation in the blurry part of the image, and defer the localization of the blur. Let y = (y i ) i be the observed, partially blurred input image, where i denotes the pixel location. Let x denote the latent sharp image that corresponds to a (hypothetical) infinitesimally short exposure. Since each pixel measures the intensity accumulated over the exposure time t f , we can express the observed intensity at pixel i as the integral
where p i (t) describes which location in the sharp image x is visible at y i at a certain time t; summarizes various noise sources. Note that Eq.
(1) assumes that no (dis)occlusion is taking place; violations of this assumption are subsumed in the noise. For short exposures and smooth motion, pixel y i has only a limited support window Ω i in x. Equation (1) can thus be expressed as a spatially variant convolution
where the non-uniform blur kernels k i hold all contributions from p i (t) received during the exposure time. To explicitly construct the blur kernels, we utilize that the motion blur in the blurred part of the image is parametrized by the underlying motion in the scene. Motivated by the fact that rigid motion of planar surfaces can be reasonably approximated by an affine model [1], we choose the parametrization to be a single affine model u a i with parameters a ∈ R 6 . Note that other, more expressive parametric models (e.g. perspective) are possible. Concretely, we restrict the paths to p i (t) = t t f − 1 2 u a i , i.e. the integration path depends directly on the pixel location i and affine parameters a, and is constant in time. We now explicitly build continuously valued blur kernels k a i that allow us to plug the affine motion analytically into Eq. (2).
Analytical blur kernels. Given the parametric model we perform discretization in space and time to obtain the kernel
where ξ corresponds to the local coordinates in Ω i and Z a i is a normalization constant that makes the kernel energypreserving. T is the number of discretization steps of the exposure interval, and psf(ξ | μ) is a smooth, differentiable point-spread function centered at μ that interpolates the spatial discretization in x. The particular choice of a pointspread function is not crucial, as long as it is differentiable. However, for computational reasons we want the resulting kernels to be sparse. Therefore we choose the point-spread function to be the weight function of Tukey's biweight [9] psf(ξ | μ) =
(a) u a
